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Simulation of Vibrating Intrinsic Reverberation
Chambers Using an FDTD Conformal Mesh

Florian Mahiddini, Guillaume Andrieu , Senior Member, IEEE, Nicolas Bui ,
and Christophe Guiffaut , Member, IEEE

Abstract—This article presents an original simulation procedure
devoted to the simulation of arbitrary-shaped reverberation cham-
bers especially well suited for the analysis of vibrating intrinsic
reverberation chambers (VIRC). The described method is based
upon conformal finite-difference in time-domain (FDTD) model-
ing in order to model the rough surface geometry of the VIRC
walls. On this point, we take full advantage of the performance
of our in-house numerical FDTD code called TEMSI-FD and of
its associated conformal mesher. First, uncorrelated geometries of
the VIRC under study have been generated in order to analyze
its performance as a RC from the computed S11 parameter of
a log-periodic antenna. Second, correlated geometries have been
generated in order to consider the continuous movement of the
VIRC walls with a straightforward algorithm, each geometry being
associated to a given instant. In both frequency and time domains,
numerical outcomes demonstrate excellent agreement with exper-
imental results available in the literature in similar conditions.

Index Terms—Conformal mesh, electromagnetic compatibility
(EMC) testing, finite-difference in time-domain (FDTD), rever-
beration chamber (RC), S-parameter, vibrating intrinsic rever-
beration chamber (VIRC).

I. INTRODUCTION

R EVERBERATION chambers (RC) are oversized metallic
cavities providing a homogeneous and isotropic electro-

magnetic (EM) field if a certain number of independent config-
urations are considered, for instance with the use of a mechan-
ical mode stirrer. RCs are commonly used for electromagnetic
compatibility (EMC) tests but also for other applications, such
as characterization of antennas, shieldings, wireless devices, or
materials. For different purposes, researchers have tried over the
last years to model numerically a RC with a full-wave software
solving the Maxwell equations. Although it is a difficult task to
handle numerically such oversized metallized cavities, different
numerical techniques, such as finite-difference time-domain
(FDTD) [1], [2], transmission-line matrix (TLM) [3], image
theory [4], and method of moments (MoM) [5], [6], have already
been proposed.
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To overcome the constraints of classical RCs (costly, not
movable, requirement of a mode stirrer and its associated motor),
a new kind of RCs has been proposed in the early 2000’s, the
so-called vibrating intrinsic reverberation chamber (VIRC) [7],
[8]. It consists in a metallic tent whose vibrating movement
ensures time-varying boundary conditions, thus avoiding to
insert a rotating stirrer. This facility is assumed to be low cost
(with respect to a conventional RC of same volume), presents the
advantage to be installed (and uninstalled) in a limited amount
of time and is, therefore, movable in order for instance to realize
in situ tests.

In the field of numerical modeling, one understands that the
simulation of a VIRC is somewhat difficult in reason first of the
complex geometry of the metallized canvas at a given instant and
second to its continuous movement all along the time. However,
several attempts have been made in the past using the FDTD
method and a staircase mesh of the tent [9]. First, Kouveliotis
et al. [10], [11], [12] proposed to model the VIRC with a unique
simulation considering successively a given number of different
geometries. More recently, Hara et al. [13], [14] proposed to
perform an analysis after the full simulation of several indepen-
dent VIRC geometries. One can considered that the staircase
mesh of the VIRC used in these studies does not respect the
real time-varying shape of the metallized canvas. Moreover, the
small-dipole antennas considered in these papers are quite basic
and do not represent a real configuration used in RCs.

In this article (which is an extension of [15]), we are presenting
the process we have implemented in order to simulate a VIRC
with the FDTD method using for the first time (to the best of
our knowledge) a conformal mesh [16], [17] in order to model
a realistic VIRC geometry. Moreover, in order to reproduce as
faithfully as possible a real experimental setup implemented in
VIRC, the antenna considered in the simulations is a log-periodic
one, an antenna typically used in RC. Finally, the process used to
generate the VIRC geometry has been improved in order to take
into account the movement of the canvas, i.e., the geometry of the
VIRC generated for a given instant is dependent of the geometry
considered at the previous instant. Performance of the simulated
VIRC as a RC are, therefore, characterized (for various quality
factors) using the “well-stirred (WS) condition” method [18],
[19], [20], a method that has been used recently to characterize
in both frequency and time domains the performance of a real
VIRC [21].

The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Section II,
each step of the process implemented to simulate a VIRC using
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Fig. 1. Workflow illustrating the different steps of the simulation process.

an FDTD conformal mesh is detailed, from the generation of
uncorrelated and correlated geometries to the application of
losses during the postprocessing. Section III is devoted to the
analysis of the results obtained first in the frequency domain
for uncorrelated geometries and second in both frequency and
time domains for correlated ones. It is shown in particular that
the results obtained are perfectly in line with previous experi-
mental results [21] that validates the relevance of the proposed
simulation process. Finally, Section IV concludes this article.

II. PROCESS OF THE FDTD SIMULATIONS

All the simulations have been performed using the “TEMSI-
FD” FDTD code developed in-house at the XLIM Laboratory.
This solver implements the Yee scheme [9] and conformal
techniques [22], [23], [24] to accurately model curved geome-
tries. Conformal mesh generation is done with an associated
preprocessing meshing tool. This software also implements
several interesting features potentially helpful for VIRC sim-
ulations, such as oblique thin wire modeling [25] (for instance
to model realistic antennas as shown later), several cable types
and thin conducting plate models, as well as OpenMP/MPI
parallelization.

Fig. 1 shows the workflow used in our simulation process,
each step being detailed in the following sections.

A. Generation of the Geometries

1) Uncorrelated Geometries: In this article, for the sake of
simplicity, we chose to implement a very simple but sufficiently
efficient algorithm in order to test as a first step our complete
simulation procedure (the generation of geometries matching
the ones of a real VIRC being the matter for future works).
For each face of the VIRC, a reference grid is generated with
points spaced from each other with a distance s entitled the
“grid step,” as shown in Fig. 2. The grid step can be seen as a
kind of “correlation length” of a real canvas, meaning that the
movements of two points of a real canvas spaced with a distance
lower than the grid step are most of the time correlated.

Except for the points on the edges of the surface that are set
to remain fixed, the new coordinates xn(i), yn(i), and zn(i) of
an inner point of index i are computed randomly for the nth

Fig. 2. Diagram explaining the process of the grid generation in the case of
k = 0.66. Black points are stationary points located on the edges of the VIRC
walls, whereas red ones are potentially moving. The cube shows (schematically)
the possible area for the final position of the corresponding point after the random
draw.

geometry using the following relations:

xn(i) = xg(i) + s · k · r1(n, i)
yn(i) = yg(i) + s · k · r2(n, i)
zn(i) = zg(i) + s · k · r3(n, i) (1)

where xg(i), yg(i), and zg(i) are the coordinates of the point in
the reference grid, s is the grid step, k is an empirical coefficient
between 0 and 1 related to the authorized movement in each
of the three directions, and r1, r2, and r3 (calculated for each
geometry n and each point i) are random numbers (generated
using a uniform distribution) included in the range between−0.5
and−0.5. Therefore, even if k is 1, the process ensures that there
is no overlapping between two adjacent points.

For each generated geometry of a VIRC (corresponding to the
geometry of the VIRC at a given instant), a program computes
the coordinates of each point and exports these information in
a stl geometrical format file. Each square shown in Fig. 2 is
discretized into two triangles along one of its diagonal. This file
is then treated by our homemade conformal FDTD mesher.

2) Correlated Geometries: The creation of correlated ge-
ometries means that a given geometry depends on the previous
one. After creating the first geometry with the process described
in the previous section, the new coordinates xn(i), yn(i), and
zn(i) of an inner point of index i for the nth geometry are
computed randomly using the following relations:

xn(i) = xn−1(i) + s · k/d · r1(n, i)
yn(i) = yn−1(i) + s · k/d · r2(n, i)
zn(i) = zn−1(i) + s · k/d · r3(n, i) (2)

with xn−1(i), yn−1(i), and zn−1(i) the coordinates of the same
point in the previous created geometry and d the division factor,



Fig. 3. Diagram explaining (in two dimensions) the difference between stair-
case mesh (on the left-hand side) where the real geometry of a curvilinear
structure is not well respected and conformal mesh (on the right-hand side).
Shaded cells are conformal cells (note that each shaded square contains in reality
two conformal cells, one on each side of the curvilinear structure to mesh).

which is an integer greater than 1 (k and r being defined simi-
larly as in the previous section). Therefore, the ratio k/d drives
the authorized movement between two correlated geometries
and ensures that the movement from two successive created
geometries is smaller with respect to the movement between the
reference grid and the first created geometrical (or between two
uncorrelated geometries). It is worth noting that this algorithm
is quite basic as the scope of this article is not to provide an ex-
cellent algorithm but more to prove that it is possible to simulate
(for the first time) a realistic movement of the VIRC with FDTD
conformal meshing. It has been observed that in some occasions
(if the authorized movement between two successive geometries
is too high and/or if the number of correlated geometries is too
important but not in the examples shown in this article), some
VIRC geometries may exhibit quite sharp peaks leading to con-
formal mesh problems, some conformal cells being too small.

B. Conformal FDTD Simulation

Conformal techniques [22], [23], [24] for the FDTD method
are designed to reduce significantly staircase modeling errors. In
cells crossed by conducting surfaces (i.e., the so-called “confor-
mal cells”), the integral form of Maxwell–Faraday’s equation is
applied on each face. Each free space face is a quadrilateral defin-
ing the contour path according to its four edges. A conformal
cell is a free space region delimited by the structure boundary on
at least one face and the free space regions on the other faces, as
shown in two dimensions in Fig. 3. The structure boundaries are
here considered as perfect electrical conductors (PEC), which
means that no additional unknowns are required along this part
of the contour path. Consequently, geometry data, such as edge
lengths or cell areas, are required and computed during the mesh
generation.

Our conformal mesher developed in-house for TEMSI-FD
computes geometrical data from a tessellation (stl geometrical
format) of the 3-D structure used as an input. Alternative ap-
proaches exist with some specificities, such as Junkin and Parron
[16] computing additional edges inside a Yee cell, Waldschmidt
and Taflove [26] working on finite element facets as inputs, Su

et al. [27] constructing polygons from the triangular patch in-
tersections with a grid plane (which requires closed objects),
and Benkler et al. [28] addressing models merging different
ones.

All conceivable situations of PEC structure intersection can
be encountered in conformal cells. Most of the time, a cell is
splitted in two independent partitions but sometimes it may
be splitted in several ones, for example, in the case of tee or
cross shape. Conformal FDTD solving process is applied on
each of them, which slightly increases the number of unknowns
and the computational time. As conformal cells have variable
sizes, small ones may become unstable for a given Courant–
Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) number.

Conformal techniques stabilize such cells, for example,
in [22] and [24], by modifying locally the edge length or the
cell area. Both techniques are of equivalent accuracy and are
more accurate than the original one [29]. A CFL fixed around
0.5 is a good tradeoff between accuracy and solving efficiency.
A fourth technique [23] called the enlarged cell technique is of
second-order accuracy and can operate without restriction on the
CFL. Unstable conformal region is also stabilized by enlarging
virtually unstable cells toward stable adjacent cells. However,
additional treatments reducing slightly the potential gain are
required during the time iteration resolution of the problem.
Moreover, some conformal unstable cells are really difficult to
enlarge virtually. Consequently, these ones should be stabilized
by increasing locally the conformal face area. This correction is
stronger than the usual technique [22] due to the high CFL, which
may lead to inaccurate local response of the EM field. Therefore,
in this article, the conformal method used is a simplified version
of [24].

After the conformal mesh generation process, FDTD simu-
lations are run on a high-performance computing (HPC) ma-
chine (the CALI cluster equipped of Intel Xeon E5-2650 v2
processors).

C. Postprocessing for Insertion of Losses

Since the metallic walls constituting the VIRC are considered
as perfect electrical conductors, the cavity losses are handled, in
a specific postprocessing operation, after applying an exponen-
tial filter on output data. This method described in [30] has been
proven to be experimentally relevant for RC simulations in [31].

The method consists in performing a “lossless” simulation
during a “reasonable” observation time T , the term reasonable
meaning that this time is insufficient to lead to a total attenuation
of the field within the resonating structure. This is why the
simulation is called (abusively) lossless because the only loss
factor within the RC is the 50 Ω load connected to the antenna.
When this simulation is over, the time domain response of any
output signal designated by the term U(t) (for instance the total
electric field in one point) is multiplied by a time domain filter
fQ(t) defined as follows:

fQ(t) = e−π·Δf ·t (3)

where Δf is the “average mode bandwidth” [32] (also referred
in the literature to the “coherence bandwidth”) related to the
average composite quality factor Q(f) of the cavity at a given
frequency by the straightforward relationship Δf = f/Q(f).



Fig. 4. Conformal mesh visualization of one geometry of a simulated VIRC
and of the log-periodic antenna model inserted inside.

The obtained signal Uf (t) obtained after the filtering process
(see for instance [31, Fig. 3]) can, therefore, be expressed as
follows:

Uf (t) = RT (t).fQ(t).U(t) (4)

with RT (t) a rectangular window of duration T .
It is worth noting that this method presents the great advantage

to allow various Δf values to be applied from only one lossless
FDTD modeling, this without additional computation times. In
these conditions, it is fundamental to verify that Uf (t) tends
toward zero for the smallest Δf value, i.e., when the applied
losses are the smallest ones.

III. RESULTS

A. From Uncorrelated Geometries

1) Description of the Simulations: A VIRC model of di-
mensions 4.5 m × 3.5 m × 2 m has first been meshed using
the process described in Section II-A.1 (with the parameters
s= 10 cm andk= 0.4) in order to obtain 50 different geometries,
all these geometries being, therefore, uncorrelated. An example
of created geometry is shown in Fig. 4.

The maximum frequency of the study is given by the di-
mension of the regular FDTD mesh size, which has been here
set to 2 cm. Considering the common stability criterion of
λ/10, it implies a maximum frequency fmax of 1.5 GHz. The
minimum frequency of the simulations is set to 100 MHz, in
order to correctly observe the transition frequency range where
the undermoded RC becomes sufficiently WS. The number of
cells is, respectively, 239 × 189 × 114 for each direction, which
corresponds to roughly 5.15 millions of cells.

The simulated emitting antenna, also shown in Fig. 4, is a
log-periodic antenna made with a collection of oblique thin
wires [25] and designed to be satisfyingly matched on the whole
bandwidth of interest. The antenna is located in one of the upper
corner of the VIRC at a distance from the walls sufficiently large
in terms of wavelengths. The antenna excitation is done using a
Gaussian impulse signal combined with a sine wave modulation
voltage source (of 50 Ω internal impedance) centered on a
bandwidth around 900 MHz.

Fig. 5. Magnitude of S11 obtained for N = 50 uncorrelated geometries of the
VIRC and for two values of Δf . Comparison with the same result calculated in
free space (thick curve).

The output result of these simulations is the reflection coef-
ficient parameter (i.e., S11) of the antenna calculated for each
generated geometry on the whole frequency range of interest.
For each geometry, ten different values ofΔf from 0.2 to 2 MHz
(with a step of 0.2 MHz) have been considered.

2) General RC Results: The S11 magnitude of the antenna
calculated on the bandwidth 0.2–1.5 GHz is shown in Fig. 5 for
each created geometry and for two different values of the mode
average bandwidth Δf (i.e., 0.2 and 1 MHz). It is particularly
clear that the presented results look like experimental ones (see
[21, Fig. 7]). First, the S11 parameter is heavily affected by
the quality factor. Indeed, as often observed experimentally, the
variations around the average value are larger for a higher Q (or
a lowerΔf ). Second, it is observed that the reflection coefficient
is close to 0 dB with extremely small variations in the lowest
frequency band (i.e., below 200 MHz), which corresponds to
the frequency range where the antenna is strongly unmatched,
particularly within the RC. Indeed, it is difficult for the antenna
to transmit any energy to the cavity in reason of the low modal
density of the resonating enclosure.

From these S11 results, it is straightforward to compute and
analyze the composite quality factor Q, which is a fundamental
parameter driving the RC behavior. As demonstrated in [33], Q
can be calculated from S-parameter measurements and particu-
larly the S11 parameter using the following formula:

Q =
〈
|S11 − 〈S11〉|2

〉 Z0 · ω · ε · V
(λ2/4π)

(
1− |〈S11〉|2

)2

η2
(5)

where Z0 is the wave impedance, ω the angular velocity, λ the
wavelength, η the antenna efficiency, ε the vacuum permittivity,
and V the RC total volume.

The results obtained using (5) for three different values of the
Δf parameter are shown in Fig. 6. The total amount of losses in
the RC are related first to the losses added with the time-domain
filtering process as described previously but also in reason of
the antenna losses (which is connected on a 50 Ω load). The
well-known Q-factor of an antenna (defined here Qa) inserted



Fig. 6. Composite Q-factor calculated as a function of Δf .

in a RC writes

Qa = 16π2 V

λ3
. (6)

Therefore, the theoretical Q-factor (called Qt) we should
obtain as a function of the frequency f can be expressed as
follows:

Qt(f) =

(
1

Qa(f)
+

Δf

f

)−1

. (7)

Fig. 6 presents also the theoretical Qt(f) we should obtain
for Δf = 0.2 MHz. Logically, this value matches pretty well the
Q-factor obtained from the simulated results, particularly above
500 MHz. The discrepancy observed below 500 MHz cannot be
attributed to Qa(f) (which is also plotted on the figure below
400 MHz) but more probably on the limit of (5) in the case of a
strongly unmatched antenna (as shown in Fig. 5 in this frequency
range).

3) Verification of the WS Condition: In this section, the aim is
to analyze the performance of the simulated VIRC as a RC using
the “WS condition method,” as this frequency-domain method
has recently been extended to the case of VIRC [21].

The method is summarized here briefly (see [18], [19], and
[20] for a complete description of the method). For each set of
N = 50 simulations obtained for a given Δf value, the WS
condition method is applied on S11 data calculated at each
frequency, and more exactly on the stirred part of S11, i.e.,
Ssti
11 (which is computed after the removal of the S11 average

at this frequency). The method investigates the ability of the
RC to produce stirred contributions having properties matching
the ones obtained in a WS RC. The complete definition of the
WS condition given in [18] and [20] leads to consider that the
assessment of both the EM field distributions and of the sample
correlation are required to analyze the WS condition. They are,
respectively, assessed thanks to the Anderson–Darling (AD)
goodness-of-fit test [34] and to the first-order autocorrelation
coefficient r(1) [35]. Then, a polynomial curve fitting (PCF)
allows two different frequencies f1 (related to the EM field
distributions) and f2 (related to the EM sample correlation) to be

Fig. 7. Modified AD statistic A2
m and first-order autocorrelation coefficient

r(1) calculated from N = 50 uncorrelated geometries for Δf = 0.2 MHz.

Fig. 8. Modified AD statistic A2
m and first-order autocorrelation coefficient

r(1) calculated from N = 50 uncorrelated geometries for Δf = 2 MHz.

defined in order to know from which frequency each criteria is
assumed to be respected. These frequencies are obtained when
the PCF becomes lower than theoretically justified threshold
values (respectively, 1.341 and 0.28 in the case of N = 50 con-
sidered geometries). The final output of the method, i.e., the
frequency fwsc, is the maximum of both frequencies in order to
be sure that both criteria are matched above fwsc.

Figs. 7 and 8 show the outputs of the WS condition method
for two different values of Δf (note that the data obtained
below 250 MHz have been excluded of the PCF computations).
On the one hand, the analysis of the AD statistic (i.e., A2

m)
shows that the EM field distribution tends more rapidly toward
the Rayleigh distribution in the lowest part of the frequency
range when Δf increases, i.e., when the Q-factor decreases.
On the other hand, the analysis of r(1) shows, as expected,
the absence of correlation on the whole frequency range of
interest between all the generated geometries. All these results



Fig. 9. Modified AD statistic A2
m as a function of Δf in the frequency range

from 250 to 600 MHz. The value of fwsc (i.e., f1 here) is indicated in the legend
for each Δf value.

match perfectly the conclusions previously drawn in [21] after
analyzing VIRC measurements.

To go further, the polynomial curve fit of the AD statistic
plotted in Fig. 9 for all the considered values ofΔf clearly shows
the influence of the Δf variation on the EM field distributions
obtained in the VIRC (and also on fwsc which is here f1, f2
being not relevant as the results are perfectly uncorrelated).

Once again, the presented results in this subsection are highly
similar to the experimental results obtained previously in VIRC
(see [21, Figs. 9 and 10]).

B. From Correlated Geometries

For this new study, 500 correlated geometries using the pro-
cess described in Section II-A.2 have been simulated in the
frequency range 0.1 to 1 GHz (with the parameters s = 10 cm,
k = 0.4, and d = 15). Indeed, considering the large number
of correlated geometries that are generated, the maximum fre-
quency of these simulations has been decreased in order to
reduce the total computation times. The same ten values of Δf

considered previously have again been considered in the results
presented in this section.

Fig. 10 presents the magnitude of the S11 parameter of
the emitting antenna calculated for each simulation at 0.25,
0.5, and 1 GHz for two values of Δf of 0.2 and 1 MHz. As
it will be demonstrated later, the obtained results clearly show
a correlation of the results, the S11 parameter obtained at a
given instant being clearly dependent on the result obtained
previously whatever the frequency. Moreover, as often observed
in measurements, the variations of the S11 magnitude are larger
when the frequency increases and also when the quality factor
is higher (i.e., when Δf is lower).

To go further, we have calculated the autocorrelation coef-
ficient r(k) (k being the lag of the autocorrelation coefficient
in terms of the simulation number) of the real part of the S11

parameter (assumed to be here x(t)) for the same frequencies

Fig. 10. Magnitude of the S11 parameter at three particular frequencies for
each of the 500 correlated geometries and for Δf = 0.2 MHz (top subplot) and
Δf = 1 MHz (bottom subplot).

Fig. 11. Autocorrelation r(k) of the real part of S11 calculated over the
500 correlated geometries at three particular frequencies for Δf = 0.2 MHz.

using the following formula:

r(k) =

∑N
i=k+1 [x(i)− 〈x〉] · [x (i− k)− 〈x〉]

σ2
x

(8)

with σx the standard deviation of x(t).
The autocorrelation coefficient r(k) of the real part ofS11 cal-

culated over the 500 correlated geometries at the same three par-
ticular frequencies for Δf = 0.2 MHz is shown in Fig. 11. Once
again, the results are similar to experimental ones presented
in [21]. It is in particular shown that the correlation is strong
for the lower lag (in reason of the correlation of the generated
geometries) but decreases rapidly and oscillates around 0.

To obtain a metric quantifying the lag leading to obtain two
independent measurements, we have computed here the required
lag ku (called the “uncorrelated lag”) leading to an autocorrela-
tion coefficient lower than the threshold value of 0.5 [21]. It is
worth noting that this lag ku could be easily converted in a time
scale (similarly to the uncorrelation time tu defined in [21]) after
associating a time step δt between two successive simulations.

The uncorrelated lag ku obtained each 10 MHz over the
500 correlated geometries is shown in Fig. 12 forΔf =0.2 MHz.
In addition, to exhibit the general trend of ku as a function
of the frequency, a 25-MHz moving average filter has been
applied on the results. It is shown that the uncorrelated lag



Fig. 12. Average of the uncorrelated lag ku over the 500 correlated geometries
for Δf = 0.2 MHz (as well as a filtered result obtained with a 25 MHz moving
average computation). To reduce the number of points of the curve, the results
are shown with a 10-MHz step. Note that at each frequency, the uncorrelation
lag considered is the average of the one obtained from the analysis of the real
and of the imaginary parts of S11.

Fig. 13. Filtered uncorrelated lag ku obtained for four different values of Δf

and calculated over the 500 correlated geometries for frequencies shifted with
a step of 10 MHz.

decreases with the frequency as it has already been observed
in experiments [21].

To go further, the filtered uncorrelated lag ku obtained as
a function of frequency is shown in Fig. 13 for different Δf

values. It is clearly shown that the uncorrelated lag increases
with the value ofΔf , and therefore when theQ-factor decreases.
This, once again, confirms that the uncorrelation time in a VIRC
increases when absorbers are inserted in.

C. About Computation Time

As already mentioned, the computations shown in this article
have been performed on the CALI HPC cluster of the University
of Limoges. At least, 15 simulations were able to run in parallel,
each one of them being distributed on four processors. The
average computation time for each of the 50 uncorrelated con-
figurations considered in section III-A until 1.5 GHz was about
12 h per simulation. As the maximum frequency considered
for the 500 correlated configurations was lower (i.e., 1 GHz),
the average computation time has been reduced nearly to 2 h
per simulation. Finally, with respect to an enclosure of similar
volume simulated with a staircase mesh, the conformal FDTD
simulation involves roughly a double computation time in reason
of the CFL number used in our simulations (0.5 instead of 1 for
staircase mesh).

IV. CONCLUSION

We have presented in this article a complete process allowing
for the first time to model a VIRC using a conformal FDTD
mesh in order to satisfyingly respect the geometry of the tent

at a given instant. The simulation of N uncorrelated VIRC has
been proven to yield results similar than measurements in the fre-
quency domain. Then, we have introduced a correlation between
two successive geometries in order to represent a continuous
movement of the canvas as a function of time. This led us to
extract the “uncorrelation lag” of the VIRC as a function of
the frequency and of the VIRC quality factor. The obtained
simulated results have matched pretty well experimental ones
previously published by some of the authors.

Future axis of work have already been identified. The canvas
generation algorithm proposed in this article being quite basic,
we will try in the future to propose processes that better respect
the geometry of a real VIRC and its mechanical motion and
then to compare experimental and numerical results. In parallel,
conformal VIRC simulations makes possible to improve our
physical understanding of a VIRC. For example, it will be
interesting to study which are the type of canvas movements
yielding to the best performance of the VIRC as a RC. Moreover,
our homemade software and its conformal mesher can also
simulate particularly well a “classical” parallelepipedic RC,
including a conformal mesh of the mode stirrer. Then, it could
be feasible to simulate the exact geometry of a RC and to
compare computational results with the experimental ones after
considering in the simulations the measured Q-factor of the RC.
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